Field Walking Sheet: Page 1 (Figure 1; Glossary pages 3-8)
General Information
Site Code: a specific code assigned to an archaeological site or survey area. Site
codes are provided by the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage. A site code always
has the following format: three letters as an acronym for a site or place name and the
year during which an intervention started, e.g. QRS 2012.
Area Name: a generic name referring to the place or area where the survey is carried
out. The name of the area where a survey takes place is identified from existing
survey sheets of the Maltese Islands.
Date: compilation date of the field walking sheet.
Data compiled by: name of the person who compiled the field walking sheet.
Time: duration (start and end time) to complete all field/enclosure transects within
one field/enclosure.
Team: the letter which identifies the team walking this field/enclosure, e.g. Team A.
Team Coordinator: the initials of the person who is leading the team.
Team Members: the initials of all persons who form part of the team who walked
the field/enclosure being recorded.
Survey Sheet No.: the number of the survey sheet of the Maltese Islands where the
area surveyed appears.
Weather condition: identifies the type of weather experienced during the walking of
the field/enclosure being recorded.
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Regional Transect and Field/Enclosure Information

Regional Transect: a defined area of land, often
several kilometres in length, across a geographic
region. The use of regional transects are mainly
applied in surveys of large landscape studies.

Tract (of land): a tract is a defined area of
land comprising field enclosures or open
spaces.

Field/enclosure: an soil-covered or soil-free
enclosure defined by walls or by other
features. In the case of the Maltese
landscape, fields surrounded by
rubble walls define these enclosures.
In the case of extensive wasteland and
garrigue areas invisible boundaries on
the landscape are to be created so as to
create small and manageable
enclosures for field walking.
The entry in this box shall be an
alphanumeric (e.g. A1, A2, A3…), where the letter refers to the team and the
sequential number refers to the field/enclosure being recorded.
Field/Enclosure Coordinates: the eastings and northings to spatially locate a field or
enclosure. The coordinates of all fields/enclosures walked are to be taken from one
corner of the field. The choice of the field corner should be systematic throughout
the whole survey. GPS readings should be taken in the WGS84 decimal degrees
format.
Field/Enclosure Width: the distance across the field/enclosure measured in metres
on the field or through a survey sheet.
Field/Enclosure Length: the distance along the length of the field/enclosure
measured in metres on the field or through a survey sheet.
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Interval: the distance between one field/enclosure transect and the other. The
interval remains the same for all fields/enclosures to be walked.
No. of field/enclosure transects: the total number of field/enclosure transects
walked to cover the entire surface area of the field/enclosure. Field/enclosure
transect is a line, marked at regular intervals, that is followed in a field/enclosure.
Area of field/enclosure: total surface area in metres squared (m2). The area is
calculated by multiplying the field/enclosure width and field/enclosure length.
Area covered (%): total area in percentage or metres squared of the field/enclosure’s
surface area covered. Along each field/enclosure transect, one person can visualize
up to 1.5m on both sides. Thus, 3m coverage for each field/enclosure transect. The
area covered is calculated by multiplying the number of field/enclosure transects by
3m and then multiplying the field/enclosure’s width or length (the latter depends on
the direction of the field/enclosure transect). To obtain the percentage, divide the
total of area covered in m2 with the total area of field/enclosure in m2and multiply by
100.
Field/Enclosure Orientation: the orientation of the particular field/enclosure
recorded with respect to the northern direction of the landscape surveyed.
Soil Type: identifies through a basic classification the soil type or types which are
found in the specific field/enclosure being recorded.
Surface Condition: identifies the field condition at its
surface. Any evidence of disturbance into the subsoil of
the field, such as ploughing and furrowing, are
also recorded.

Visibility: identifies in a percentage total how much of the soil surface is visible. The
field surface may be covered by vegetation as well as modern debris e.g. dumping,
spoil heaps and other
construction debris.
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Geology
Geology: identifies whether geological strata are visible or concealed within the
field/enclosure recorded. Should geological strata be visible, its type is to be noted if
visible.
Upper Coralline Limestone (UCL) – hard pale grey limestone
like LCL. UCL forms sheer cliffs. UCL is found spread in
western Malta and eastern Gozo.

Greensand (GS) – green and rusty-coloured thin rock formation
underneath UCL.

Globigerina Limestone (GL) – yellowish fine-grained limestone
softer than UCL, which forms irregular and gentle slopes found
mostly in the interior of the island and along sea cut cliffs.

Blue Clay (BC) – very soft bluish grey clay or marl (lime-rich
clay). BC forms low slopes mainly spread in the western areas of
Malta.

Lower Coralline Limestone (LCL) – hard, pale grey limestone
forming sheer cliffs. UCL mainly spreads along the western
coast of Malta.
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Topography and Slope gradient
Plateau: an area of fairly high level ground of Upper Coralline Limestone
surrounded by well-marked escarpments.
Rdum (undercliff): the sides of a plateau characterised by a sheer and high rock face
with boulder scree at the bottom.
Basin slope: gentle sloping ground which connects the flat-floored basin to the high
plateau.
Basin floor: flat-floored areas between higher grounds in the surroundings.
Hill slope: gently sloping side of a hill.
Plain: gently sloping land in the form of low ridges and shallow valleys.

Slope gradient: identifies the level of
incline of a slope, from steep surfaces
above 35% down to level ground at
less than 2%.

Catalogue/Index Sources about Topography, Geology, Trees, Plants and Crops
Baldacchino, Alfred E. & Stevens, Darrin T. 2000. Is-Sigar Maltin – l-uzu u l-importanza, Malta: Dipartiment
ghall-Harsien tal-Ambjent
Borg, Joseph. 1995. The Story of the Maltese Forestry, Malta: Media Centre, Blata l-Bajda
Bowen-Jones , H. 1962. Malta background for development , University of Durham
Calamatta, Peter. 2000. Mediterranean Gardens: with an emphasis on Maltese Gardens, St. Julian’s Malta: Bieb
Bieb Enterprises
Caruana, Peter A. 2001. Għarfien il-Pjanti, Malta: Klabb Kotba Maltin
Pedley, M. 2002. Limestone Isles in a Crystal Sea The Geology of the Maltese Islands, Malta: PEG Ltd.
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Land use and resources

Land Use: identifies the present use of the field/enclosure being recorded. In the case
the field/enclosure is used for agricultural purposes it has to be noted whether the
field is ploughed, sown, fallowed or abandoned.

Natural Resources: identifies whether any natural resources e.g. water source,
natural (in situ) clay depositions or stone and rock are present on the field/enclosure
being recorded.

Vegetation Type: identifies the type of vegetation, e.g. type of plants, crops or trees,
present on the field/enclosure being recorded.
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Field Walking Sheet: Page 2 (Figure 2; Glossary page 10)
Surface finds
Field/Enclosure No.: the number allotted to the field/enclosure being recorded. This
entry shall be the same as ‘Field/Enclosure’.
Surface finds: the type of finds noted and collected from the surface of the
field/enclosure. Any other finds which are not listed can be included in the ‘Other’
box.
Field/Enclosure Transect:. Each field/enclosure transect is given a sequential
number, which will always be preceded by a letter ‘T’ (T refers to field/enclosure
transect).
Initials: the initials of the person who walked the field/enclosure transect.
Finds No.: the total number of surface finds found in the field/enclosure.
Concentrations
Concentration: a group of surface finds clustered in a small and confined space, be it
along field/enclosure transects, against or onto a rubble wall or to the sides of the
field. Each concentration will be allotted an alphanumeric (e.g. C1, C2, C3…) where
the letter ‘C’ always refers to the concentration and a sequential number will be
added for each concentration identified on one field/enclosure.
Concentration east/north: coordinates (through a GPS) at the centre point of the
concentration.
Concentration extent: the limits up to which a concentration spreads.
Concentration description: a brief, but comprehensive description of the
concentration identifying its position within the field/enclosure, the amount and
type of finds contained.
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Field Walking Sheet: Page 3 (Figure 3; Glossary page 12)
Features
No.: features like caves, cart ruts, tombs, dolmens, cisterns, field rooms, farmhouses,
megaliths, silos, etc… are to be numbered. Each feature is given a sequential
number, which will always be preceded by a letter ‘F’ (F standing for Feature).
Coordinates, Description and Associated finds No.: the coordinates, description
and total number of finds associated with an identified feature is to be recorded.
Condition: The condition in which the identified feature was found is to be noted
according to the grading of conservation listed on the field walking sheet.
Photo No.: All identified features are to be photographed. For features, photos are to
be labelled using the following format: e.g. QRS 2012_A1_1 – where ‘QRS 2012’ is the
site code, ‘A1’ is an alphanumeric referring to the field/enclosure and ‘1’ is a
sequential number referring to photos taken.
Walls
No.: Rubble walls which: (1) have a typology worth documenting, (2) include find
scatters, and (3) have features integrated in their structure are to be identified and
numbered. Each wall is given a sequential number, which will always be preceded
by a letter ‘W’ (W standing for Wall).
Coordinates: Coordinates of numbered walls are taken at both extremities.
Associated finds No.: the total number of features or finds found on the wall is
noted on the field walking sheet.
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Field Walking Sheet: Page 4 (Figure 4; Glossary page 14)
Field/Enclosure Information
Sketch of field/enclosure: a sketch of the field/enclosure walked is to be included.
The sketch should include sufficient details about the layout and surroundings of the
field or enclosure, and information relevant to field/enclosure transects walked,
concentrations and features discovered as well as walls observed. The sketch is to
include a north point.
Description of field/enclosure: a brief, but comprehensive description of the
field/enclosure walked.
Photo Information
Taken by: initials of the team member who took the photos.
Date: date when photos were taken.
Field overview Photo No.: a tag which identifies a field/enclosure’s photo within the
photo archive. For fields/enclosures, photos are to be labelled in the following
format: e.g. QRS 2012_A1_1 – where ‘QRS 2012’ is the site code, ‘A1’ is an
alphanumeric referring to the field/enclosure and ‘1’ is a sequential number referring
to photos taken.
Additional Photos (walls, features) - Feature/Wall No.: refers to the number given
to a particular feature, wall or concentration. (Field walking sheet pg 3)
Additional Photos (walls, features) - Photo No.: a tag which identifies a wall’s or
feature’s photo within the photo archive. For features, photos are to be labelled in
the following format: e.g. QRS 2012_F1_1 – where ‘QRS 2012’ is the site code, ‘F1’ is
an alphanumeric referring to the feature number (F refers to Feature) and ‘1’ is a
sequential number referring to photos taken. For walls, photos are to be labelled in
the following format: e.g. QRS 2012_W1_1 – where ‘QRS 2012’ is the site code, ‘W1’
is an alphanumeric referring to the wall number (W refers to Wall) and ‘1’ is a
sequential number referring to photos taken.
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